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EBOV and MARV can be spread through aerosolized droplets
under controlled laboratory conditions (18, 21). So, despite the
low incidence of infections globally, the lethality and potential
airborne transmission of filoviruses in heavily populated areas
makes them a significant biological threat, resulting in their
placement on the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
list of Category A Bioterrorism Agents and the Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS) list of select agents and
toxins. Concern is further compounded by the potential for
these agents to be obtained from the wild (2, 22). In a biological threat scenario, aerosol transmission will likely be the main
mode of viral dissemination, and protection against aerosolized EBOV would be of utmost importance (3). However,
most previous vaccine candidates have only been evaluated for
efficacy against intramuscular or intraperitoneal challenge and
not against an aerosol challenge in nonhuman primates.
At present, there are no licensed vaccines or specific antiviral treatments available for EBOV or MARV infections. However, significant progress has been made over the past few
years in developing vaccine candidates that can protect nonhuman primates (NHPs) from lethal EBOV and MARV challenges (11, 17, 20, 23, 32, 40, 41). Most of the candidates utilize
recombinant vaccine approaches that direct the protective immune response toward the surface glycoprotein (GP) of a
single species of EBOV. Importantly, each species of EBOV is
antigenically distinct, based on the sequences of the viral GP
(10), and therefore, vaccines targeted against the GP of one
species of the virus will not provide cross-protection against
infection by another (19). Unique among the vaccine candidates is the recombinant complex adenovirus vaccine
(CAdVax) system, which provides multivalent protection of
NHPs against multiple species of filoviruses (33). The CAdVax
vaccine platform is based on a complex, replication-defective
adenovirus 5 (Ad5) vector (28–30, 37, 38) that allows for the
incorporation of multiple gene inserts into the vector’s ge-

The filoviruses, Ebola virus (EBOV) and Marburg virus
(MARV), cause outbreaks of severe hemorrhagic fever disease
in humans, with case-fatality rates that range up to 90%.
Among the Ebolavirus genus, there are four distinct species:
Zaire ebolavirus (ZEBOV), Sudan ebolavirus (SEBOV), Reston
ebolavirus (REBOV), and Cote d’Ivoire ebolavirus (CIEBOV)
(10), with a possible fifth species identified in a recent outbreak
in the Bundibugyo region of Western Uganda (34). Of these,
ZEBOV and SEBOV are known to cause lethal disease in
humans. The persistence of these viruses in nature is not well
understood. Sporadic outbreaks due to EBOV have been occurring in Central Africa since the 1970s, but since the mid1990s, the incidence of outbreaks has increased more than
4-fold (6, 7, 8, 42–45), and EBOV has spread aggressively
throughout the great ape sanctuaries of West and Central
Africa, decimating wild populations of gorillas and chimpanzees (2). While the filoviruses infect both humans and great
apes, due to the high mortality rates of the infection, neither is
thought to serve as reservoirs for these viruses but only as
accidental hosts (16). Recent findings suggest that African fruit
bats may serve as a reservoir host for filoviruses (2, 22); however, little is known about the nature of transmission to humans and nonhuman primates from bats or the likelihood of
other reservoir species. In outbreak situations, filoviruses are
believed to transmit from person to person mainly through
contact with bodily fluids from infected patients. However,
recent studies of Ebola outbreaks in wild apes have suggested
that there could be other modes of transmission, including
aerosol (2, 36). Studies in nonhuman primates have shown that
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Ebola viruses are highly pathogenic viruses that cause outbreaks of hemorrhagic fever in humans and other
primates. To meet the need for a vaccine against the several types of Ebola viruses that cause human diseases,
we developed a multivalent vaccine candidate (EBO7) that expresses the glycoproteins of Zaire ebolavirus
(ZEBOV) and Sudan ebolavirus (SEBOV) in a single complex adenovirus-based vector (CAdVax). We evaluated
our vaccine in nonhuman primates against the parenteral and aerosol routes of lethal challenge. EBO7 vaccine
provided protection against both Ebola viruses by either route of infection. Significantly, protection against
SEBOV given as an aerosol challenge, which has not previously been shown, could be achieved with a boosting
vaccination. These results demonstrate the feasibility of creating a robust, multivalent Ebola virus vaccine that
would be effective in the event of a natural virus outbreak or biological threat.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Viruses and CAdVax vaccine vectors. The challenge viruses, ZEBOV (Kikwit
strain) (15) and SEBOV (Boniface strain) (13), were specific challenge stocks
that were developed at the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious
Diseases (USAMRIID) for NHP studies. The CAdVax-based EBO7 vector
contains modified GP gene sequences from both the Boniface strain of SEBOV
and the Kikwit strain of ZEBOV (GenBank accession numbers U28134 and
U28077, respectively). These genes were modified to delete the RNA editing
signal responsible for initiating a secreted, nonstructural form of GP (38). Both
genes were amplified by PCR and then subcloned into pLAd (SEBOV GP) or
pRAd (ZEBOV GP) plasmid shuttle vectors (28–30, 37, 38). Using these shuttle
vectors, the vaccine was constructed as previously described (28–30, 37, 38). The
genomic DNA from the final vaccine vector was confirmed by restriction digest
mapping, PCR, and sequence analyses. The M8 vector expresses the GP antigens
from the Ci67 strain (MARV-Ci67) and Ravn strain (MARV-Ravn) of MARV
and was described previously (33). In some experiments, M8 was included in the
CAdVax-EBO7 vaccine to test for any possible immune interference that might
occur as a consequence of simultaneous vaccination with EBO7. The control
vaccine vector, HC4, is a CAdVax-based hepatitis C vaccine vector.
Vaccine production, analysis, and titration. The CAdVax vector genome is
devoid of E1, E3, and most of E4 (with the exception of ORF6) (30). However,
this vector is still capable of efficient replication in the standard human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293) cell line, which provides E1 in trans. Each CAdVax
vector was propagated in HEK293 cells obtained from the American Type
Culture Collection (Manassas, VA) using standard procedures (28–30). The
vector was processed through at least three rounds of single-plaque selection,
followed by genome screening of vector clones for the correct transgene inserts
using restriction mapping digestion, PCR, and DNA sequencing analyses. This
ensured that no genetic deletions or rearrangements had occurred during the
vaccine propagation steps. These steps were carried out for EBO7, as well as for
M8 and HC4. Bench-scale lots of the final vaccine vectors were purified by
ultracentrifugation in cesium chloride gradients as previously described (28) and
stored frozen in 1-ml aliquots in liquid nitrogen.
EBO7, M8, and HC4 were titrated on HEK293 cells infected with serial
dilutions of each respective vector in 12-well plates according to a standard
adenovirus plaque assay (9). Seven days after infection, plaques were counted
and the resulting titers were scored as PFU per ml. The antigen gene sequences
were confirmed again with restriction mapping digestion. Protein expression
from each vaccine component was confirmed by Western blotting, immunofluorescence assay, and immunogenicity in mice as previously described (38, 39).
Animal studies. Twenty-five (3 to 5 kg) cynomolgus macaques (Macaca fascicularis) and 18 rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) (3 to 6 kg) were used for
these studies. In all animal challenge studies, the target dose of virus was 1,000

FIG. 1. Vaccination and challenge schedule. Cynomolgus macaques were divided into two groups of five per group, and each group
was vaccinated on days 0 and 65 (group 1) or days 0 and 120 (group 2)
with CAdVax-EBO7 or a control CAdVax vector. Group 1 was challenged with 1,000 PFU of ZEBOV on day 106, and group 2 was
challenged with 1,000 PFU of SEBOV on day 162 (both groups were
challenged 6 weeks post-boosting vaccination). After a 10-week recovery period, group 2 was subsequently back-challenged with 1,000 PFU
of ZEBOV on day 233. Filled arrows, vaccination; open arrows, virus
challenge.

PFU. Back-titration values are given in the respective tables (Tables 1 to 3). For
the parenteral challenge studies, cynomolgus macaques were vaccinated intramuscularly (i.m.) on day zero with a 1:1 mixture of 1 ⫻ 1010 PFU each of EBO7
and M8 (total 2 ⫻ 1010 PFU). Control animals received an i.m. injection of 2 ⫻
1010 PFU of HC4. The same animals were given boosting vaccinations of the
same dose and route on either day 65 or day 120, depending on the experiment
(Fig. 1). Six weeks after the boosting vaccinations, the macaques were anesthetized by i.m. injection of Telazol (2 to 6 mg/kg of body weight) and then
inoculated i.m. with SEBOV or ZEBOV challenge stock. All animals were
closely monitored for 28 days after the challenge inoculations. Where stated
below, some animals were back-challenged with an i.m. injection of ZEBOV 10
weeks after the initial SEBOV challenge.
For the initial aerosol infection experiments, cynomolgus macaques were vaccinated by i.m. injection of 1 ⫻ 1010 PFU of EBO7 or 1 ⫻ 1010 PFU of HC4.
Twenty-eight days after vaccination, animals were anesthetized and exposed to a
target dose of 1,000 PFU of either aerosolized ZEBOV or aerosolized SEBOV.
Aerosolized EBOV was generated with a Collison nebulizer within a Plexiglas
chamber contained within a class III biological safety cabinet situated in the
animal biosafety level 4 laboratory. For the follow-on aerosol experiment with
SEBOV, cynomolgus macaques were vaccinated by i.m. injection of 1 ⫻ 1010
PFU of EBO7 or 1 ⫻ 1010 PFU of HC4 and given a boosting vaccination with the
same vector dose 71 days later. Twenty-eight days after the boosting vaccination,
animals were anesthetized and exposed to a target dose of 1,000 PFU of aerosolized SEBOV. All animals were monitored closely for 28 days after challenge.
For the anti-Ad5 immunity study, three rhesus macaques were vaccinated by
i.m. injection at weeks 0, 16, and 44 with 1 ⫻ 106 PFU of wild-type adenovirus
5. Rhesus macaques were selected for this experiment due to their availability.
Use of these animals saved considerable expense by obviating the need to obtain
additional animals. Rhesus and cynomolgus macaques are very similar in size and
weight and experience the same course and pathology of disease after filovirus
infection. The animals were maintained for a total of 52 weeks, with serum
samples periodically taken for analysis by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) for anti-Ad5 reactivity.
For the antivector immunity and challenge studies, nine rhesus macaques were
vaccinated by i.m. injection at weeks 0 and 8 with 1 ⫻ 109 PFU of a CAdVaxbased dengue virus vaccine (previously described in reference 27). These rhesus
macaques were chosen primarily because of their preexisting immunity status as
a result of separate immunogenicity studies of the dengue vaccine. The animals
were maintained for 52 weeks, with serum samples taken at periodic intervals for
evaluation of antivector antibody titers. At week 52, the macaques were separated into three groups of three animals each and vaccinated by i.m. injection
with a low dose (1 ⫻ 108 PFU), medium dose (1 ⫻ 109 PFU), or high dose (1 ⫻
1010 PFU) of EBO7. A group of three rhesus macaques which had not previously
received the CAdVax-based dengue vaccine were added to the study to serve as
naïve controls and were vaccinated with the medium dose of EBO7 at week 56.
Blood samples were collected from all animals on a biweekly basis through 12
weeks postvaccination for evaluation of anti-EBOV immune responses. At 1
week before aerosol challenge (approximately week 90), all groups received a
boosting vaccination with their respective doses of EBO7. Three naïve macaques
were vaccinated at this time with HC4 and served as vector-only controls. On
week 91, all groups were anesthetized and exposed to 1,000 PFU of aerosolized
ZEBOV, as described above. All animals were monitored closely for 28 days
after challenge.
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nome. Using this design, a bivalent vaccine vector (EBO7) was
developed that expresses modified GP gene sequences of
SEBOV and ZEBOV. When included in a novel pan-filovirus
vaccine formulation, this vaccine was 100% protective in NHPs
against two species of EBOV (ZEBOV and SEBOV) and two
different strains of MARV (Musoke and Ci67) (33).
In the study presented here, we further tested the protective
efficacy of the CAdVax-based EBO7 vaccine in macaques by
comparing aerosol to parenteral challenge. Aerosol challenge
is potentially even more lethal than parenteral infection, because it induces hemorrhagic pneumonia. This is particularly
true of SEBOV aerosol challenge, against which protection has
not previously been demonstrated. In our studies, we have
found that for either route of infection, the vaccine-induced
bivalent anti-EBOV responses were protective against lethal
challenge with either SEBOV or ZEBOV. This is the first
report of a vaccine that is capable of protecting against aerosol
SEBOV challenge. In addition, we found that EBO7 was also
capable of protecting macaques with preexisting immunity to
adenovirus against ZEBOV challenge. These results provide
further insight into the feasibility of developing a fully protective multivalent EBOV vaccine using the CAdVax vaccine platform.
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RESULTS
Vaccination of cynomolgus macaques with EBO7 induces
bivalent antibody responses. In order to evaluate vaccine-mediated anti-EBOV immune responses in vivo, we vaccinated
five cynomolgus macaques by i.m. injection with an equal mixture of 1 ⫻ 1010 PFU each of EBO7 and M8 on day 0 and day
65 (Fig. 1, group 1). Using indirect ELISA antibody analyses,
we found that all vaccinated macaques generated high antibody titers against both ZEBOV and SEBOV after vaccination
(Fig. 2, group 1). These titers increased to 3.5 log10 to 4.0 log10
within 5 weeks of the primary vaccination and remained relatively constant after the boosting vaccination at day 65 and

FIG. 2. Humoral immune responses to ZEBOV and SEBOV before and after challenges. Geometric mean titers (plus standard deviations) of total immunoglobulin (Ig) in response to ZEBOV (A) and
SEBOV (B) were measured by ELISA using inactivated filovirus preparations as immune targets. Group 1 animals were challenged with
ZEBOV only. Group 2 animals were challenged with SEBOV and
then back-challenged with ZEBOV. The control NHPs (n ⫽ 3) were
evaluated on day zero before challenge.

after ZEBOV challenge (day 106). Anti-SEBOV responses
were similar to those against ZEBOV, indicating that EBO7
elicited high levels of balanced bivalent humoral immune responses in vaccinated macaques. Furthermore, the inclusion of
M8 with EBO7 did not appear to have any negative impact on
the humoral immunogenicity of EBO7 compared to the response of macaques vaccinated with just EBO7. This second
group of cynomolgus macaques, group 2, was vaccinated with
the same dose of EBO7 vaccine only but, due to scheduling
constraints in the biosafety level 4 suite, had to be boosted on
day 120 rather than day 65. This change in vaccination schedule did not appear to have any significant effect on the induction of humoral immune responses, as the anti-ZEBOV and
anti-SEBOV antibody titers in the group 2 macaques were
similar to the levels seen in the group 1 macaques (Fig. 2).
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Due to ethical considerations stemming from the near universal lethality of
infection and as is standard practice for nonhuman primate studies with filoviruses, historical controls were sometimes used to limit the number of animals
required (12, 41). All challenge studies were conducted under maximum containment in an animal biosafety level 4 facility at USAMRIID and were approved
by the USAMRIID Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Animal
research was conducted in compliance with the Animal Welfare Act and other
federal statutes and regulations relating to animals and experiments involving
animals and adhered to the principles stated in the Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals (24a). The facility used is fully accredited by the Association
for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care International.
Hematology, blood biochemistry, and humoral immune responses. Phlebotomy was performed on the femoral vein using a venous blood collection system
(Becton Dickinson, Franklin, NJ). Viremia was assayed by traditional plaque
assay (24). Hematological values of blood samples collected in tubes containing
EDTA were determined using a hematologic analyzer (Coulter Electronics,
Hialeah, FL). Liver-associated enzymes were measured using a Piccolo pointof-care blood analyzer (Abaxis, Sunnyvale, CA). To determine the specific antibody titers against SEBOV and ZEBOV, sera were collected from vaccinated
and control animals periodically before and after vaccination. Viruses were
propagated in vitro in Vero E6 cells, purified by sucrose gradient, and inactivated
by irradiation. Inactivated SEBOV or ZEBOV preparations were then used to
coat polyvinyl chloride (PVC) ELISA plates (Dynatech Laboratories, Chantilly,
VA) with 50 l per well of each virus diluted to a concentration of 1 mg/ml total
protein. The coated plates were incubated overnight at 4°C, and the assay was
carried out as previously described (33). Antibody titers were defined as the
reciprocal of the highest dilution giving a net optical density value of ⬎0.2.
The antivector and anti-ZEBOV ELISAs whose results are shown in Fig. 3
and 4 were conducted as described previously (38). For these studies, CAdVaxVEE vector (a CAdVax-based vaccine expressing an irrelevant antigen) served as
the CAdVax vector target for the antivector ELISAs, and the cell culture supernatants from BS-C-1 cells transduced with the CAdVax-EBO3 vector served as
the ELISA target for the anti-ZEBOV ELISAs. The CAdVax-EBO3 vector
expresses the unmodified ZEBOV GP gene and produces a secreted form, by
way of RNA editing (31, 35), into the cell culture supernatant; these secreted GP
antigens were collected into serum-free medium to reduce potential background
from serum proteins.
Postmortem examination. For all of the animal studies described above, the
body of each monkey that succumbed or was euthanized due to the severity of
clinical disease was submitted for a gross necropsy under biosafety level 4 containment. Gross necropsies were also performed on the animals that survived the
aerosolized SEBOV challenge experiments.
During the gross necropsies, samples of the following organs were collected
from each animal and fixed in 10% buffered formalin for histology: liver, spleen,
kidney, adrenal gland, gonad, axillary lymph node, inguinal lymph node, and
mesenteric lymph node. In addition, for those monkeys in the aerosol challenge
studies that succumbed and those that were euthanized at the end of the aerosolized SEBOV studies, histologic samples of tongue, mandibular lymph node,
larynx, trachea, lungs, and mediastinal lymph nodes were also collected. The set
of formalin-fixed tissue samples from each monkey was held for a minimum of 21
days under biosafety level 4 containment and then was decontaminated and
transferred to the USAMRIID histopathology laboratory. All tissue samples
were then trimmed, routinely processed, and embedded in paraffin. Sections of
the paraffin-embedded tissues 5 m thick were cut for histology. The histology
slides were deparaffinized, stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), and
placed under coverslips.
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TABLE 1. CAdVax-EBO7 protects cynomolgus macaques against both ZEBOV and SEBOV challenge
Groupa

Initial challengeb

Back-challengeb

Vaccine
Virus

S/T (%)

Group 1
Control A

EBO7/M8
Mock

ZEBOV
ZEBOV

5/5 (100)
0/1 (0)

Group 2
Control B
Group 2
Control C

EBO7/M8
Mock
EBO7/M8
Mock

SEBOV
SEBOV

5/5 (100)
0/1 (0)

Virus

ZEBOV
ZEBOV

Clinical findingsc

Outcome

S/T (%)

No clinical signs
F, D, A, moderate P, V (d3, 4.3; d5, 6.8), T,
LE111
No clinical signs
D, A, mild P, V (d7, 6.1; d10, 6.7), T, LE11
5/5 (100) No clinical signs
0/1 (0)
F, D, A, mild P, V (d5, 3.7; d7, 5.4), T, LE111

All survived
Succumbed on day 6
All survived
Succumbed on day 10
All survived
Succumbed on day 9

Vaccination of cynomolgus macaques with EBO7 provides
bivalent protection against both ZEBOV and SEBOV. To test
the ability of EBO7 to protect against both types of EBOV,
group 1 macaques were challenged with an i.m. injection of 500
PFU ZEBOV at 6 weeks after the boosting vaccination (Table
1, group 1). All five EBO7-vaccinated macaques survived the
lethal challenge with no signs of disease, whereas the control
macaque (control A) developed typical signs of disease (fever,
depression, anorexia, viremia, thrombocytopenia, petechia,
and elevated levels of liver-associated enzymes in the serum)
and succumbed on day 6. To test the bivalent efficacy of EBO7,
group 2 macaques were challenged with an i.m. injection of 800
PFU of SEBOV at 6 weeks after the boosting vaccination
(Table 1, group 2). All EBO7-vaccinated macaques survived
the lethal challenge with no signs of disease, while the control
macaque (control B) succumbed on day 10. As an additional
test, the group 2 macaques were allowed to recover for approximately 10 weeks and then were back-challenged with an
i.m. injection of 1,100 PFU ZEBOV on day 233. As before, all
five vaccinated macaques survived the second lethal challenge
with a different type of virus without developing any signs of
disease, while the control macaque (control C) succumbed on
day 10 with typical symptoms and signs of the infection (Table
1). Postmortem examination confirmed that each of the three
control animals in the above-described experiments succumbed due to EBOV infection and that there were no other
confounding factors or underlying diseases.
Vaccination of cynomolgus macaques with EBO7 provides
protection against aerosolized EBOV challenge. The results of
our previous experiments in cynomolgus macaques (33), as
well as the data in Table 1, suggest that the primary vaccinations had induced maximal levels of immune responses and
that boosting vaccinations with CAdVax vaccines may not have
been required. As shown in Fig. 2 (for both groups 1 and 2),
anti-ZEBOV and anti-SEBOV titers rose to peak levels within
each group by day 35, and boost vaccination did not further
increase the level of antibody responses. This interpretation is
also supported by the fact that the immune responses did not
increase after the challenges with live virus. These data, and

results from other vaccine platforms where a single-dose vaccination protected against challenge by a single Ebola virus
species (12, 19, 32), compelled us to test whether a single dose
of EBO7 could provide bivalent protection against lethal aerosolized EBOV challenges.
In the first study, three cynomolgus macaques were vaccinated by i.m. injection with a single dose of 1 ⫻ 1010 PFU of
EBO7 on day zero and were challenged 28 days later with 900
to 1,000 PFU of aerosolized ZEBOV. All three EBO7-vaccinated macaques survived the aerosol challenge with ZEBOV
without any signs of disease, demonstrating that a single dose
of the CAdVax-based EBO7 vaccine was sufficient to provide
complete protection against an aerosol ZEBOV challenge (Table 2, study 1). As expected, the aerosol control animal (control 1) succumbed on day 7, with signs of disease similar to
those seen in control macaques challenged by the parenteral
route and in the historical controls (data not shown); the postmortem examination results confirmed that this monkey succumbed due to EBOV infection and that there were no other
confounding factors.
In the second study, three cynomolgus macaques were vaccinated by i.m. injection with a single dose of 1 ⫻ 1010 PFU of
EBO7 on day zero and were challenged 28 days later with 100
to 500 PFU of aerosolized SEBOV (Table 2, study 2). Two of
three vaccinated macaques survived the aerosol challenge and
showed no clinical signs of disease. However, one of the
EBO7-vaccinated macaques succumbed on day 10. Interestingly, this macaque had few clinical signs of disease, primarily anorexia and profound depression, and the most prominent pathological features from this animal were present in
the thoracic organs. Multifocal fibrinosuppurative necrotizing pneumonia and acute pleuritis were present in the lungs,
and the mediastinal lymph nodes contained multiple foci of
necrosis and acute inflammation accompanied by edema and
inflammation of the surrounding mediastinal connective tissue.
The immunohistochemistry results revealed viral antigen located within monocytes, macrophages, and fibroblasts in and
around areas of inflammation in the lungs and mediastinal
lymph nodes; no viral antigens were detected in any other
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a
Group 1 macaques were vaccinated on days 0 and 65 with 1 ⫻ 1010 PFU each of EBO7 and M8 and then challenged on day 106 with ZEBOV. Group 2 macaques
were vaccinated on days 0 and 120 with 1 ⫻ 1010 PFU each of EBO7 and M8 and then challenged on day 162 with SEBOV. Control macaques (A, B, and C) were
vaccinated with 2 ⫻ 1010 PFU of HC4.
b
Based on back-titration, group 1 and control A were challenged with 500 PFU of ZEBOV, group 2 and control B were challenged with 800 PFU of SEBOV, and
group 2 was back-challenged with 1,100 PFU of ZEBOV along with control C. In addition to these controls, historical control macaques (n ⫽ 20 for ZEBOV, and
n ⫽ 10 for SEBOV) were used to limit the number of controls. S/T, number of survivors/total number challenged.
c
Clinical findings: fever (F) was defined as a rectal temperature increase of more than 2°C over baseline; depression (D) and anorexia (A) were assessed subjectively;
petechia (P) was defined as mild (barely visible), moderate (visible over focal areas) or widespread; viremia (V) was defined as detectable virus in the serum, with the
day (d) of detection and log10 value in PFU/ml shown in parentheses; thrombocytopenia (T) was defined as a ⱖ35% decrease in platelets; and elevated levels of
liver-associated enzymes (LE) were defined as a 2- to 3-fold increase (1), a 4- to 5-fold increase (11), or a more-than-5-fold increase (111) in serum aspartate
aminotransferase and alanine aminotransferase over baseline.

a
Group 1 and 2 macaques were vaccinated with 1 ⫻ 1010 PFU of EBO7 28 days before aerosol challenge. Group 3 macaques were vaccinated on days 0 and 71 with 1 ⫻ 1010 PFU of EBO7 and then challenged 28
days after the boosting vaccination. Control animals were vaccinated with 1 ⫻ 1010 PFU of HC4. In addition to these controls, historical control macaques (n ⫽ 7 for ZEBOV, and n ⫽ 6 for SEBOV) were used to limit
the number of controls.
b
Geometric mean titers (log10) of total serum immunoglobulin as measured by ELISA using inactivated ZEBOV (Z) or SEBOV (S) preparations as targets. ⴱ, SEBOV-specific titers were significantly higher in macaques
receiving two doses of EBO7 (group 3) than in macaques receiving a single dose (group 2) (P ⬍ 0.02).
c
Based on back-titration, group 1 and control A were aerosol challenged with 900 to 1,000 PFU of ZEBOV; group A historical controls were aerosol challenged with approximately 20 PFU of SEBOV. Group B historical
controls, groups 2 and 3, and controls B and C were aerosol challenged with 100 to 500 PFU of SEBOV. S/T, number of survivors/total number challenged.
d
Fever (F) was defined as a rectal temperature increase of more than 2°C over baseline; depression (D) and anorexia (A) were assessed subjectively; petechia (P) was defined as mild (barely visible), moderate (visible
over focal areas), or widespread; viremia (V) was defined as detectable virus in the serum, with the day (d) of detection and log10 value in PFU/ml shown in parentheses; thrombocytopenia (T) was defined as a ⱖ35%
decrease in platelets; and elevated levels of liver-associated enzymes (LE) were defined as a 2- to 3-fold increase (1), a 4- to 5-fold increase (11), or a more-than-5-fold increase (111) in serum aspartate
aminotransferase and alanine aminotransferase over baseline.

All survived
Succumbed on day 7
One with clinical signs: D, A, no viremia detected
D, A, widespread P, V (d3, 2.6; d5, 6.1; d7, 7.3),
T, LE111
Group 3
Control C
3

EBO7
Mock

2
2

Z, 3.8; S, 4.7*

SEBOV
SEBOV

3/3 (100)
0/1 (0)

One succumbed on day 9
Succumbed on day 8
Succumbed on day 7, 8, or 9
One with clinical signs: D, A, no viremia detected
D, A, widespread P, V, LE11
D, A, widespread P, V, LE11–111
Group 2
Control B
Group B historical controls
2

EBO7
Mock

1
1

Z, 3.5; S, 3.5*

SEBOV
SEBOV
SEBOV

2/3 (67)
0/1 (0)
0/3 (0)

All survived
Succumbed on day 6
Succumbed on day 9, 9, or 12
3/3 (100%)
0/1 (0)
0/3 (0)
ZEBOV
ZEBOV
SEBOV
Z, 3.2; S, 3.7
1
1
Group 1
Control A
Group A historical controls
1

EBO7
Mock

Clinical findingsd
S/T (%)
Virus

Aerosol challengec
ELISA titerb
No. of doses
Vaccine
Groupa
Study

tissues from this monkey. These histologic lesions and immunohistochemistry results indicated that the EBOV infection in
this macaque was restricted to the lungs and their draining
lymph nodes. There were no lesions and no viremia or viral
antigen findings indicative of a systemic viral infection in typical target organs, such as liver, spleen, adrenals, and reproductive tract. These data support our conclusion that the death
of this monkey was due to a restricted respiratory viral infection that has not been seen previously in parenteral challenges.
Interestingly, the serum virus-specific ELISA titers of this macaque were not different than those of the two survivors. The
control macaque in study 2 (control B) had pulmonary lesions
that were similar to but much less severe than those seen in the
vaccinated macaque that succumbed to challenge. In contrast
to the vaccinated animal, this control monkey also had profound viremia and EBOV-induced lesions in the liver, spleen,
reproductive tract, adrenals, and multiple lymph nodes that
were typical of those that occur in macaques with disseminated
EBOV infections; immunohistochemistry confirmed the presence of viral antigens in these lesions and in those located in
the respiratory tract. The historical controls (Table 2, group A)
had mild to moderate pneumonia and pleuritis, as well as
lesions characteristic of disseminated EBOV infection. After
study 2, a separate group of historical controls (Table 2, group
B) was acquired, and these macaques showed pulmonary lesions similar to those seen in control B. In all of the control
macaques (n ⫽ 8), the lesions present in the liver, spleen,
adrenals, intestinal tract, and reproductive tract were consistent with those that occur in macaques that have been experimentally infected with EBOV by challenge routes other than
aerosol. There were no signs of other underlying diseases in
any of the control subjects. The two vaccinated monkeys that
survived were euthanized on day 28 postchallenge; postmortem examination of these monkeys did not reveal any significant virus-induced lesions, and immunohistochemistry did not
detect viral antigens in any tissues, indicating complete protection by the vaccine.
The death of one of the three animals vaccinated with a
single dose against aerosol SEBOV challenge prompted us to
repeat the aerosol SEBOV challenge study using a two-dose
regimen (Table 2, study 3). Cynomolgus macaques were vaccinated on day 0 with 1 ⫻ 1010 PFU of EBO7, followed by a
boosting vaccination on day 71 and challenge on day 99. All of
the vaccinated animals were protected from lethal aerosol
challenge, while the control animal succumbed on day 7. Similar to what was seen in the control animals described above,
this control macaque had moderate to marked multifocal
pneumonia and pleuritis in addition to the profound viremia
and lesions that are typical of disseminated EBOV infection.
One of the vaccinated macaques did show anorexia and mild
depression for 3 days but had no viremia or other clinical signs
of disease. The other two vaccinated macaques showed no
clinical signs of disease. At 28 days after challenge, postmortem examination of the vaccinated macaque that showed clinical signs revealed that it had multiple foci of moderate chronic
bronchopneumonia and fibrous pleural adhesions. These types
of chronic lesions are not known to be associated with typical
Ebola virus infection in experimental infections, and there was
no evidence of active viral infection, and no viral antigens were
detected by immunohistochemistry in these lesions. The foci
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TABLE 2. EBO7 protects cynomolgus macaques against aerosolized EBOV challenge
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No clinical signs
F, D, A, moderate P, V (d5, 5.6), T, LE111
D, A, no P, T, dyspnea, no blood work
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were likely to be the sequelae of EBOV infection confined by
the immune responses. At necropsy, one of the remaining
vaccinated macaques also had minor fibrous thoracic adhesions, while the third had no lesions. There were no signs of
infection found in other vital organs in any of the vaccinated
macaques. These results show that the multivalent EBO7 vaccine can protect macaques against lethal challenge with both
ZEBOV and SEBOV by the aerosol route. However, two
vaccine doses were required to protect against lethality by
aerosol SEBOV and this route of SEBOV infection appears to
be more difficult to fully protect against due to its propensity to
cause pneumonia and pleuritis.
Vaccination provides complete protection against aerosol
ZEBOV challenge, even in the presence of preexisting vector
immunity. The view that preexisting immunity to adenovirus
(Ad) may impact Ad vector use in humans is based on the
observation that a significant proportion of the world’s population has neutralizing antibodies to Ad subtypes such as serotype 5 (Ad5). While natural Ad infection may be prevented
in these people by neutralization of the few transmitted viral
particles, we hypothesized that a high dose of Ad vector, as is
delivered locally in a vaccination (ⱖ1 ⫻ 108 particles), would
overcome any memory immunity previously established. Two
experiments were conducted to investigate this hypothesis.
To demonstrate an Ad5 immune response, we vaccinated
rhesus macaques with recombinant Ad5 virus, collected serum
samples periodically over the course of 1 year, and assayed for
anti-Ad5 antibodies. Three animals each displayed classical
primary and secondary immune response patterns (Fig. 3).
After the first vaccination, the monkeys mounted a somewhat
slow and weak humoral immune response against Ad5. However, after the second and third inoculations, all three animals
showed a rapid and robust increase in anti-Ad5 antibodies,
indicating the existence of a memory immune response. These
periods of elevated immunity likely mimic an acute Ad5 infection, and a CAdVax vaccination at these points would be ex-

pected to be less effective due to the higher levels of anti-Ad5
antibody titers. However, by 8 to 10 weeks postvaccination, the
antibody titers fell by between 0.5 to 1.0 log and appeared to
remain sustained at that level. This sustained lower-level immune response is a good model to mimic preexisting immunity
in humans that have been exposed to Ad5 infection. Based on
the results of this study, we designed a second experiment
testing the feasibility of vaccinating Ad5-immune macaques
with EBO7.
To generate Ad5 immunity, we vaccinated 9 rhesus macaques with 1 ⫻ 109 PFU of an unrelated CAdVax vector at
weeks 0 and 8. Serum samples were collected and used to
measure Ad5-reactive antibodies over the course of 1 year
(Fig. 4, black squares). There are two reasons that we used a
nonreplicating vector instead of wild-type Ad5 to generate
preexisting immunity. First, during a natural infection, wildtype Ad will replicate from a few particles to a titer high
enough to induce protective immune responses. However,
there are significant differences in the levels of Ad5 replication
in different individuals, necessitating a large number of animals
for the study. In contrast, using nonreplicating vectors, the final
titer of Ad5 in each animal is controlled by the injection dose,
such as 109 PFU, to create a similar level of immune response
in genetically diverse NHPs. The second reason is the limitations and ethical considerations of using NHPs. By using an
unrelated vaccine vector, we could utilize the same group of
NHPs for two sets of experiments in which the first vaccination
in the first set served to induce antivector immunity for the
second set.
After the primary Ad5 vaccination, the macaques were
housed for 52 weeks (⬃1 year) to allow the acute anti-Ad5
immune response to fall to memory immunity levels, which we
believe closely mimic preexisting immunity in humans. The
animals were then separated into three groups of three and
vaccinated with 108 PFU (low dose), 109 PFU (medium dose),
or 1010 PFU (high dose) of EBO7. As a control for immuno-
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FIG. 3. Ad5 antibody responses after repeated exposure. Three monkeys were injected i.m. three times (arrows) with 106 PFU of wild-type Ad5.
Animal serum samples were used to measure Ad5-reactive antibodies by ELISA. After each injection, anti-Ad5 antibody titers increased rapidly
and then began to drop, but they remained well above the preinjection level, indicating a sustained response.
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genicity, a fourth group, comprised of Ad5-naïve animals, received a low dose (108 PFU) of EBO7 vaccine. As shown by the
results in Fig. 4, Ad5-immune macaques vaccinated with either
the medium or high dose mounted strong anti-ZEBOV humoral responses (Fig. 4, open squares and triangles) that were
comparable to those in Ad5-naïve macaques (Fig. 4, shaded
circles), while Ad5-immune macaques vaccinated with the low
dose had reduced anti-ZEBOV titers in comparison, suggesting that a portion of the vaccine was indeed neutralized by the
preexisting immunity. These collective data demonstrate that
increasing the dose of vaccine by one log, from 108 to 109 PFU,
was sufficient to compensate for the portion of the vaccine
neutralized by preexisting immunity or to overcome the preexisting Ad5 immunity. To determine if ZEBOV-specific immune responses in EBO7-vaccinated Ad5-immune macaques
were protective, we boosted and then challenged these macaques with ZEBOV. As shown in Table 3, all Ad5-immune
NHPs, whether vaccinated and boosted with 108, 109, or 1010
PFU of EBO7, were fully protected against aerosol ZEBOV
challenge. Thus, even in those Ad5-immune NHPs receiving
the low-dose EBO7, where this preexisting immunity reduced
the initial anti-ZEBOV antibody titers, the vaccine was able to
elicit a protective response against aerosolized ZEBOV challenge with a two-dose vaccination. In contrast, the control
animals that received control CAdVax vaccines all succumbed
to infection after the aerosolized ZEBOV challenge; this was
confirmed by the necropsy and histology results. In addition,
this study was designed to test the protective immune response
of a boosting vaccination in a scenario analogous to a military
deployment or outbreak situation where personnel are mobilized to an area of possible exposure. We found that all the

Ad5-immune groups of macaques vaccinated at the different
doses responded with essentially equivalent high serum ELISA
titers within 7 days of the boost and were protected against
lethal challenge. This opens up the possibility of using a boost
vaccination to achieve quick and complete protection in an
emergency situation.
DISCUSSION
Considering the potential of EBOV as a biological threat, an
effective, safe, and rapidly acting, broadly protective vaccine is
of critical importance. In this study, we focused our efforts on
a number of issues proven to be challenging in the development of EBOV vaccines. First, each of the five known EBOV
species is antigenically distinct. Vaccines against one species of
EBOV have been shown not to cross-protect against a different
EBOV species (19), and therefore, a monovalent vaccination
strategy may be ineffective if the outbreak strain of virus differs
from the vaccine EBOV strain. Ideally, a broadly protective
vaccine that protects against multiple deadly species of EBOV
would be highly desirable, especially in the early phases of an
outbreak or biological incident—a period of time before the
identification of the causative species of virus. As an approach
to developing a multivalent EBOV vaccine, we expressed modified GP antigens from the two major species of EBOV that
cause deadly disease in humans, ZEBOV and SEBOV, using a
single CAdVax vaccine component, EBO7. In this study, we
demonstrated that a single vaccine, EBO7, protected cynomolgus macaques against both ZEBOV and SEBOV.
Animals vaccinated with EBO7 responded with a rapid increase in antibody titer against both ZEBOV and SEBOV
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FIG. 4. Increasing the CAdVax vaccine dose is sufficient to overcome preexisting Ad5 immunity. Rhesus macaques were vaccinated twice at
weeks 0 and 8 with an unrelated CAdVax vector to induce Ad5 immunity (gray arrows). At week 52 (black arrow), the animals were separated
into three groups (n ⫽ 3) and vaccinated with 1 ⫻ 108 PFU (low dose, open diamonds), 1 ⫻ 109 PFU (medium dose, open squares), or 1 ⫻ 1010
PFU (high dose, open triangles) of EBO7. As a control, a group of Ad5-naïve animals was vaccinated with a low dose of EBO7 (shaded circles).
Antibody titers were determined for Ad5 (black squares) and ZEBOV (open or shaded symbols) GP. Error bars show standard deviations.
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TABLE 3. EBO7 protects rhesus macaques with preexisting immunity to CAdVax against aerosolized ZEBOV challenge
Group

Vaccine dose (PFU)b

Ad5 statusa

Prime
10

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Control A
Control B

Immune
Immune
Immune
Naı̈ve
Naı̈ve

10 , EBO7
109, EBO7
108, EBO7
5 ⫻ 109, HC4
5 ⫻ 109, HC4

Control C

Naı̈ve

5 ⫻ 109, HC4

Boost
10

10 , EBO7
109, EBO7
108, EBO7

ZEBOV ELISA titerc
Prime

Boost

Day 14

2.6
2.2
1.8

3.8
4.0
3.0

5.0
4.8
4.5

Clinical findingsd

No clinical signs
No clinical signs
No clinical signs
D, A, widespread P, V (d7, 3.9), T, LE1
D, A, widespread P, V (d3, 2.6; d5, 4.9;
d7, 5.5), T, LE111
F, D, A, moderate P, V (d5, 3.3; d7, 6.3),
T, LE111

Outcome 关S/Te (%) or
day of death兴

3/3 (100)
3/3 (100)
3/3 (100)
9
8
7

antigens. These titers reached maximal levels by 5 weeks and
remained maximal until week 12 or longer. Animals receiving
booster vaccinations at week 9 or 17 showed no further elevation in antibody titers, suggesting that a single dose of EBO7
induced a strong, long-lived immune response. The lack of an
observed effect of the boosting vaccination on total antibody
titers might be accounted for by the high titer of antibodies
induced by the primary vaccination, which may have already
reached maximal biological levels. This is consistent with the
observation that vaccinated animals that survived challenge
with ZEBOV or SEBOV also showed no further increase in
antibody titers in response to the viral antigens presented during infection.
The second challenging issue for an EBOV vaccine is to
have the ability to protect against infection from aerosolized
viruses. This has been a long-time concern, as aerosols are the
most likely form for these viruses as a biological threat (4), and
it has been shown that aerosolizing EBOV is an efficient way to
cause infection in animal models (12, 18). Our studies showed
that EBO7 completely protected macaques against aerosolized
ZEBOV infection by 28 days after vaccination with only a
single dose and could protect against aerosol challenge by the
more lethal challenge with aerosolized SEBOV with a twodose vaccination regime. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first such demonstration of protection of cynomolgus macaques against aerosol challenge with SEBOV.
In addition, we found that aerosolized SEBOV appears to
be an even more significant respiratory pathogen than aerosolized ZEBOV and can cause necrotic pneumonia and pleuritis, in addition to the typical severe lesions in multiple vital
organs. Immunochemical staining of lung lesions showed large
amounts of viral antigen, confirming that viral replication indeed caused the pneumonia. The severity shown by these findings is in sharp contrast to that seen in macaques challenged
with ZEBOV by the aerosol route, where only on histopathologic examination were there indications of viral involvement

in the lungs (18). With ZEBOV, the lung lesions are typically
a mild to moderate interstitial pneumonia that appears to play
a minor role in mortality in comparison with the widespread
lesions found in other organs, such as the liver and spleen.
Furthermore, histological analysis revealed foci of fibrous
pleural adhesions in two of the vaccinated macaques, indicating an initial infection of the lungs by SEBOV, even in the
presence of robust vaccine-induced virus-specific antibody responses similar to those seen in NHPs completely protected
against parenteral challenges by ZEBOV and SEBOV or
aerosol challenge by ZEBOV. However, our results show
that vaccination with EBO7 vaccine is able to restrict the
initial SEBOV infection in the lungs and protect the macaques from deadly systematic infection or symptoms of the
disease.
Regardless of the differences in lung pathology induced by
the two types of EBOV, our studies have shown that EBOVs
can efficiently cause systematic infection through the respiratory route of exposure and, therefore, that it is critically important for a vaccine to induce protection against aerosolized
EBOVs. In response to our findings, we are currently examining the mucosal route of vaccine delivery to determine if it can
induce an added level of immune protection in the lungs to
prevent the pulmonary sequelae seen in our vaccinated macaques. Nevertheless, we did make the important finding that
protection against airway infection of the more lethal SEBOV
could be achieved with two-dose administration of EBO7,
which in part could be due to the induction of significantly
higher SEBOV-specific antibody titers.
A third issue for vaccines based on viral vectors is the possibility that preexisting immunity to the vaccine vector may
hamper their efficacy. The CAdVax vaccine described here is
based on Ad5, a common and benign human respiratory virus
against which a significant percentage of the human population
acquires immunity during childhood. Consequently, much of
the adult population is seropositive for neutralizing antibodies
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a
Immune, nine rhesus macaques were vaccinated with two doses (109 PFU) of an unrelated CAdVax vaccine approximately 1 year before the primary vaccination
with EBO7.
b
The Ad5-immune macaques were divided into three groups and were vaccinated with EBO7. At approximately 34 weeks after the primary vaccination, macaques
in groups 1 to 3 received a boosting vaccination of EBO7. At that time, control animals were vaccinated with 5 ⫻ 109 PFU of HC4. Seven days later, macaques were
aerosol challenged with 800 to 1,200 PFU ZEBOV, based on back-titration.
c
Geometric mean titers (log10) of total serum immunoglobulin collected at various time points as measured by ELISA using inactivated ZEBOV preparations as
targets. Time points: prime is at 34 weeks after the primary vaccination, on the day the macaques received a boosting vaccination of EBO7; boost is on the day of aerosol
challenge; and day 14 is 14 days after challenge.
d
Fever (F) was defined as a rectal temperature increase of more than 2°C over baseline; depression (D) and anorexia (A) were assessed subjectively; petechia (P)
was defined as mild (barely visible), moderate (visible over focal areas), or widespread; viremia (V) was defined as detectable virus in the serum, with the day (d) and
log10 value in PFU/ml shown in parentheses; thrombocytopenia (T) was defined as a ⱖ35% decrease in platelets; and elevated levels of liver-associated enzymes (LE)
were defined as a 2- to 3-fold increase (1), a 4- to 5-fold increase (11), or a more-than-5-fold increase (111) in serum aspartate aminotransferase and alanine
aminotransferase over baseline.
e
S/T, number of survivors/total number challenged.
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chimeric virus to express each glycoprotein antigen (19). In
contrast, the CAdVax platform can express multiple antigens
and in addition, is nonreplicating, and the underlying adenovirus vector has proven safe in numerous clinical trials.
In summary, the need for EBOV vaccines is clear, from
both public health and biodefense standpoints. The most
effective EBOV vaccines will be those that are safe and
capable of providing protection against multiple species of
filovirus. Our studies have shown that developing singlevector vaccines against multiple virus strains is feasible using
the CAdVax platform. Additionally, our data have demonstrated for the first time the feasibility of a single vaccine to
protect NHPs against aerosol infections by both ZEBOV
and SEBOV.
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to Ad5 (1, 26). It is commonly perceived that these Ad5 neutralizing antibodies would neutralize any Ad5-based vaccines
and limit their effectiveness. This concern has been heightened
by experiments in mice showing that Ad5 vectors lose their
effectiveness after repeated administration of high levels of
Ad5 virus (20). In these and other similar studies, Ad5-based
vaccines were administered at the peak of the initial immune
response against Ad5, and in this context, alternative serotypes
of Ad perform better by avoiding the acute phase of immunity
against Ad5. However, such studies do not precisely replicate
the character of preexisting immunity in humans, where the
initial response has waned and memory immunity has been
maintained. Moreover, previous studies in NHPs have suggested that preexisting immunity to Ad5 can be overcome by
increasing the vaccine dose (5).
To investigate the potential impact of preexisting immunity
toward the Ad5 vector, we analyzed immune responses after
repeatedly exposing NHPs to wild-type Ad5 virus. The results
of these studies support the concept that the high antibody
level achieved during an initial acute immune response is transient and declines to a lower-level memory immunity within
weeks. In the natural situation, the memory immunity will be
able to mount a secondary immune response to prevent subsequent infection. However, we conducted a stringent examination of memory immunity by repeated injection of the NHPs
with high doses of Ad5 virus. Again, the acute immune responses subsided to a lower level of sustained immune response, although it appeared to increase after each injection.
Our hypothesis is that the lower level of the memory immune
response can neutralize only a fraction of the vaccine at the site
of injection and, therefore, a vaccine dose that is sufficient to
compensate for the amount of the vaccine neutralized will be
effective even in the presence of preexisting immunity. Indeed,
our results have shown that the medium dose (109 PFU) used
in our study generated antibody responses in Ad5-immune
animals equivalent to those seen in Ad5-naïve animals, suggesting that preexisting immunity can be overcome with moderate increases in the vaccine dose. Even at a low dose of
vaccine (108 PFU), a second dose boosted the antibody response to levels similar to those of the higher doses, and these
NHPs were completely protected against lethal aerosol challenge with ZEBOV. This is consistent with the interpretation
that preexisting antibodies can neutralize only a portion of the
vaccine dose and that the uptake of Ad vector into target cells
(in minutes) is much more rapid than the development of
secondary immune responses (in days), allowing more than
adequate levels of vaccine vector to enter cells, express the GP
antigens, and induce immunity. Considering the importance of
this issue to the development of vectored vaccines, we believe
additional studies with a large number of NHPs, especially
using wild-type Ad5, to examine the impact of preexisting
vector immunity on vaccine efficacy are justifiable.
While the combination of the two CAdVax-based vectors for
Ebola virus (EBO7) and Marburg virus (M8) GPs constitute
the first effective multivalent filovirus vaccine (33), a mixture of
vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV)-EBOV chimeric viruses has
recently been demonstrated to provide protection against multiple filoviruses (14). These attenuated chimeric VSV-EBOV
viruses were constructed by insertion of the filovirus glycoprotein gene into the VSV background, thus requiring a separate
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